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A numerical solution for the inner problems has been obtained by SigaL4 The boundary value problem was solved by a combined finite-difference Newton method and computational continuation of the solution on the parameter method. This combined method has a high computational stability. Computations were made for different coordinate systems and boundary conditions including ones with known analytical solutions. The results proved the high accuracy of the r n e t h~d .~
The subtle analytical solution provided by Levine et al.3 is very difficult for applications as compared to the approximation through the power series Vol. 4, "Naukova dumka", Kiev, 1975 Kiev, , p 262. 328 (1963 . The solutions on the axis of the capillary ( x = 0) obtained by the above methods are given in Table I (& =  2) . Apparently, the solution of the linearized equation2 under these conditions is not much different from the numerical solution. The approximation by power series5 has high accuracy even with larger values of 42 but the relative error for this method grows as X U increases. This error reaches (for example, on the axis of the capillary) 15.6% when X U = 2 and cp2 = 6, nearly 24% when Xa = 3, $2 = 6, and 42.5% when X U = 5, 42 = 6. However, with high values of XU the exact solution approaches the one for a flat capillary which has a known analytical expression for overlapping diffuse layers.6
The cylindrical symmetry is significant when XU S 1 and the errors mentioned above for approximation (3) become irrelevant. The electrokinetic flow in the cylindrical capillary has a number of effects when X U 5 1 as was first shown in ref 4 and proved in ref 3.
Therefore the limitations of approximations (1) and (2) as a parametrical solution for the electrokinetic flow at high zeta potential are unacceptable. Our analysis proves that it is approximation (3) which satisfactorily fits the solution of the nonlinear PoissonBoltzmann equation in cylindrical coordinates (the inner problem).
The approximation suggested by Olivares et al. seems to be unsatisfactory.
(6) B. Burgreen and F. R. Nakache, J. Phys. Chern., 68,1084 (1964 .
Introduction
Photoinduced charge separation is one of the most important primary processes in photochemistry and photobiology. An excited molecule can dissipate its energy through charge-transfer (CT) interactions with other ground-state molecules, leading to the formation of an exciplex or an ion pair. It can also redistribute the charges intramolecularly to form a large molecular dipole. Previously, we have ~tudiedl-~ the reaction distance, the time-resolved measurements at low temperature indicated that in MTHF solvent both fluorescence bands had rapid risetimes and long decay times, which did not support an equilibrium relationship between them. Picosecond measurements in alcohol ~o l v e n t s~l -~~ monitored only the long wavelength emission and therefore did not provide any information on the relationship of the two bands. Our work reported here confirms the assumption made in the oxygen-quenching work. Second, the nature of the short wavelength emission band is somewhat uncertain. The S2 and SI states of DMABN molecule lie close to each other (2000-4000 cm-1)8,16J7 with S2-So having a much stronger transition than S1-So. With excitation into the S2 state, fluorescence polarization measurements18 in low-temperature ethanol liquid showed mixed polarization for the short wavelength emission, having positive polarization at the low-energy side and negative polarization toward the high-energy 0-0 origin. This could be attributed to either the vibronic coupling between the emitting SI and the close-lying S2 states (with mutually perpendicular transition moments) or the direct contribution of S2 fluorescence prior to internal conversion to SI. Our direct time-resolved data can distinguish between these two possibilities. Third, the exact role of solvent on the dynamics of the charge transfer process is still not clear. Energetically, solvation must be important, based on the facts that the dual fluorescence phenomenon was not observed in the hydrocarbon solvents, and furthermore in polar solvents the CT emission maximum Stokes shifts as the solvent polarity increases. Dynamically, several possibilities can be envisaged. For example, the photoexcited DMABN molecule could first twist, forming a strong dipole, and then be further stabilized by inducing the reorganization of the surrounding solvent molecules. This is analogous to the electron solvation phenomenon where the excess electron ejected into the liquid reorganizes the surrounding solvent molecules to form a solvated electron. It is also possible that the local solvent fluctuations couple to the conformational relaxation of the solute molecule thereby forming a favorable geometry for the CT process to occur. We intend to address the first two questions in this paper. The role of solvent is being examined and will be discussed elsewhere.
Experimental Section
A mode-locked neodymium phosphate glass oscillator generated a pulse train from which a single TEMoo, 4-8-ps pulse was extracted and amplified to an energy of ca. 15 mJ. The amplified 1054-nm pulse was then frequency doubled to 527 nm and frequency quadrupled to 264 nm. In this work this 264-nm pulse was used to excite the DMABN molecule and the 527-nm pulse was used both to monitor the pulse width and as a signal averaging marker. In the signal convolution procedure we have included the observed pulse broadening at 264 nm compared with that at 527 nm.
The fluorescence signal from the sample was collected and focused into an Imacon streak camera which was coupled to an OMA and interfaced to a Digital MinC computer. Fwhm of the resolution function of the streak camera-OMA system was five channels which corresponds to slightly less than 5 ps on the fastest time scale. The geometric requirements, and the solvent effects for the CT interaction between the anthracene (acceptor) and dimethylaniline (donor) molecules. It was found that certain geometric orientations are required to form the exciplex in nonpolar solvents whereas in highly polar solvents the exciplex reaction channel is bypassed in favor of the direct electron transfer to form an ion pair.
In this work we shall focus on the intramolecular charge redistribution process which causes the well-known anomalous dual fluorescence of p (dimethy1amino) The results accumulated over the past several years indicate that both the bond twisting (between the amino group and the benzene ring) and solvation play important roles in causing the charge redistributi~n.l~-~~ However, three key questions still remain to be answered. First, in spite of the numerous studies on the subject, the relationship between the two fluorescence bands is surprisingly not fully understood. The oxygenquenching technique used by some workers16J7 explicitly assumed the existence of an equilibrium between the two emitting states. On the other hand, direct nanosecond20 streak speed was calibrated with an etalon. Linearity of the intensity response was checked in every experiment and the curvature introduced by the streak camera-OMA response function was corrected for each shot. The p(dimethy1amino)benzonitrile compound was purchased from Aldrich and was purified by vacuum sublimation twice. The purity was checked by NMR, absorption, and fluorescence spectra. We observed no absorption in the 330-360-nm region where an impurity had been previously observed.25 n-Propyl alcohol was from Fisher (certified) and was purified by fractional distillation; it was then dried with Linde type 4A molecular sieve. All chemicals were stored in the dark, in a refrigerator, and over P20b The sample solutions were deoxygenated by repetitive freeze-pump-thaw cycles before use. All the experiments were done at 20 f 1 "C.
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Results and Discussions
We excited the DMABN molecule with a single 264-nm picosecond laset pulse. The "normal" short wavelength fluorescence and the CT fluorescence were then monitored at 350 and 480 nm, respectively, by a streak camera. The short wavelength fluorescence decay can be clearly resolved into two exponential components. The fast component decays with a lifetime of 19 f 3 ps which is equal to the rise time of the CT fluorescence. The slow component has a lifetime of 2.3 f 0.2 ns, which is the same as the decay of the CT emission. These results are shown in Figures  1 and 2 . Care has been taken to ensure that the slow decay component at 350 nm is not due to the overlapping tail from the longer wavelength.
These results provide definitive evidence that an equilibrium is rapidly established between the states responsible for the short wavelength emission and the CT emission. This equilibrium can be described by k l S* e CT* t S \ Cl where S* represents the state responsible for the short wavelength emission, and ks and km represent all the other radiative and nonradiative decay rates for S* and CT*, respectively. If we assume &pulse excitation, the coupled differential equations can be written as
The standard solution to the above equations are
Is and ICT are the fluorescence intensities monitored for S* and CT*, respectively. According to the above equations, the fluorescence of S* will show two exponential decays with lifetimes of l / A l and l / A z , while the fluorescence of CT* will have an exponential rise with lifetime 1 / A 2 and an exponential decay with lifetime l/A1. In our experiments, we measured l / A z = 19 f 3 ps and l / A l = 2.3 f 0.2 ns.
When the equilibration rate is much faster than all the other processes as in the present case, eq 6 can be further simplified to
Therefore the fast lifetime we measured, 19 f 3 ps, represents the sum of the forward and backward equilibration rate, while the long lifetime, 2.3 f 0.2 ns, represents the sum of all the other radiative and nonradiative decay channels.
We can further separate the forward and backward rate constants by the following technique. At time zero, the intensity ratio of the total short wavelength emission to its long-life component can be written as (A2 -A1)/(A2 -k, -kl) according to eq 4. Since A, >> AI this can be further reduced to (kl + k 2 ) / k 2 . From the 350-nm decay curve in Figure 2 we have estimated the intensity ratio at t = 0 to be -30. Setting (k, + k , ) / k , I 30 we find the forward reaction to have a lifetime of about 20 ps, which we interpret to be a measure of the conformational relaxation time required for the molecule plus solvent to achieve the charge-transfer geometry.
It is worthwhile to point out that, although the difference between the emission energies is relatively large (= 1 eV), the energy difference between the two emitting states could be small if there is a large energy difference between the corresponding ground states. This is supported by various calculations15J7~19 which showed the ground-state energy of the twisted form was higher than that of the planar form by about 0.7 eV. The fast equilibration rate reported here therefore is not inconsistent with energetic considerations.
The possibility that the short wavelength emission is due to S2 fluorescence, as suggested by other authors for a similar compound p-(N,N-dimethy1amino)benzoic acid methyl ester,18J9 can be eliminated for DMABN molecule based on our new findings. We have shown that the state responsible for the short wavelength emission reaches equilibrium with the CT state within 20 ps, and then both decay with a lifetime of 2.3 ns. Since this 2.3-11s lifetime includes all the radiative and nonradiative decay channels for both states other than the equilibration process, it is highly unlikely that the S2-S1 vibronic relaxation rate can be slower than 2.3 ns. We therefore conclude that the short wavelength emission is due to the S1 state which borrows intensity from S2 by vibronic coupling.
Conclusions
We have studied the dual fluorescence of DMABN molecule in propanol. The existence of an equilibrium between the emitting states, arising from different geometries, is demonstrated by our data. The sum of the forward and backward reaction rates is 19 f 3 ps with the forward rate estimated to be 20 ps. This latter value, 20 ps, is interpreted as the time required for the molecule and solvent to relax conformationally to the twisted chargetransfer geometry. The lifetimes of both excited states after equilibration are 2.3 f 0.2 ns.
The short wavelength emission is due to the S1 state which is vibronically coupled to the close-lying S2 state and is not due to direct emission from S2.
Introduction
One of the principal advantages of the newly emergent technique of resonant two-photon ionization (R2PI)I is the ability to produce the molecular ion without fragmentation. This mass information is particularly valuable when the spectrum to be probed is for one species in a mixture of others with similar spectral properties. Perhaps the most demanding such application of R2P1 is the study of individual members of a distribution of molecular van der Waals clusters such as the benzene species discussed in this paper. Here it is particularly important that fragmentation not accompany the ionization process so that the complicated spectral features arising from higher clusters not appear as well in the spectrum of the particular cluster under study. For ordinar molecules such as the alkylbenzenesl" or naphthalene,': resonant two-photon ionization cleanly produces the parent ion as long as the lasers are not sufficiently intense to fragment this ion after its initial generation. This continues to be true even if the R2PI excitation reaches far above the ionization threshold to energies where ion fragmentation would be possible. Fragmentation does not occur in these cases because the geometry of the parent ion is nearly the same as that of the neutral molecule and the Franck-Condon factors for photoionization strongly favor AIJ = 0 transitions. Photoionization of vibrationally cold neutrals therefore produces vibrationally cold ions which cannot fragment, and most excess energy involved in the R2PI process is taken off as translational energy of the electron.
The situation is not nearly so favorable in the case of van der Waals clusters, however. The neutral cluster is bound (at least asymptotically) by weak instantaneous dipole-induced dipole dispersion forces while the parent ion of this cluster is bound much more strongly by monopole-induced dipole forces. In this case the Franck-
